NORTHVALE RECREATION MEETING MINUTES
FEBRUARY 20, 2018
Present: Kari Sedano, Vinnie Grillo, John Briguglio, Nicole Cowley, Heinz Schroeder, Rich Fleury,
Joe McGuire, Jordan Flavell-Boney
Others Present: Jason Banzanca
Council Liaison: Tom Argiro
Motion to open the meeting at 8:02pm made by John Briguglio, 2nd by Jordan Flavell-Boney.
Motion to approve the minutes of January 16th, 2018 meeting as written made by John
Briguglio, 2nd by Rich Fleury, all in favor, minutes approved.
Soccer: Finishing up heading to play offs, mentioned there is a good level of competition. The
new goals are working well for indoor soccer. Rich is telling the school to throw out the old
goals that are on the soccer field. Rich wants to check on the drainage issue on the side soccer
field by the school to determine whether or not NVSC can use the field. Kari suggested
purchasing one more goal for indoor soccer to have on hand in case one of the others breaks or
parts start to disappear. Rich said he or Ken will look into the purchase.
Bastketball: Joe said that basketball is winding down with no major issues this season. Dave
and Joe will regroup when the season is over and discuss any changes that need to be made.
Last weekend of clinics will be on March 10th, 2018. Kari mentioned that the teams are
somewhat competitive even though there are not playoffs during the winter program. Joe said
he is aware that a playoff would be fun and they have tried to change that with the league. No
luck. Summer sign-ups will potentially be held in April, but more hopeful to be the end of
March.
Jr. Marksmanship: Heinz reports nothing new, everything is good. Kari reported that the fun
shoot had the boys very happy. The boys enjoy having a change up every once in a while.
Baseball: Vinnie stated that this is the last week of sign-ups, low enrollment on the 7/8 grade
level. Vinnie and John will get together to try and get a Northvale team together for 7/8 grade
perhaps they will join with Harrington Park, it’s been done in the past. Kari suggested pulling up
a 6th grader. John and Vinnie said they would consider possibly using a 6th grader as a floater.
Baseball wants to send out another email blast about registration and ensuring buying a hat.
Kari made it known that opening day is going to need a lot of volunteers. Make sure DPW
knows the events for the day ahead of time. You will need to reach out to ShopRite a month
before donations are needed, Roots Smoothie Truck and the Ice Cream truck need to be
approached with enough time to schedule and have the Board of Health inspect their trailers.
Any games or dunk tanks being rented will have to go through the Borough for payment. Vinnie

said that Dick’s should send the Gift Cards by next week. Kari reminded baseball that any field
use has to be cleared by the DPW via Fran in an email or phone call directly to her. Make sure
the game schedules are sent to Fran so DPW can have the fields lined and bases ready, for both
Hogan’s and Veterans.
Softball: Nicole met with the league, reported there are some rule changes as well as league
dates for upcoming meetings. Softball will continue to monitor sign-ups as numbers are low.
Rob DeBrino’s clinic is low with enrollment as of now.
Restaurant Week brought in $720.00 for recreation. Thank you to those that participated.
Recreation Chairperson
Kari Sedano announced her resignation as Recreation Chairperson. Kari made sure everyone
knew how important their roles are with this program and wanted to make sure all loose ends
were tied up before her departure. Kari thanked everyone for the support and wished everyone
well. Kari’s last day will be February 28th, 2018.
Motion was made to approve the volley ball clinic again with Diane Gioffre, all in favor none
opposed. No dates for clinic yet.
The snack shed needs to be taken care of; the cash box and keys will be given to the Borough
along with the ShopRite card. Keys will need to be made for the closets downstairs for soccer
and softball. Soccer uniforms are to be placed in the soccer closet once it is cleaned out. Kari
has made sure that soccer has plenty of uniforms on hand and all of them are organized and
labeled. Softball uniforms will be placed in the closet once they are ordered and arrive.
Adult Softball will go on to Community Pass this month. Kari has agreed to set it up and then
pass off Community Pass to Rich Fleury.
Motion to close the meeting at 9:07pm made by John Briguglio and Vinny Grillo.

